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IntroductionIntroduction
Intermediate level circulation in the Intermediate level circulation in the 
southwestern part of JESsouthwestern part of JES
–– Very weak stratificationVery weak stratification

Circulation from Circulation from hydrographyhydrography: hard: hard

–– Sparse current meter mooringSparse current meter mooring
Chang et al. (2002), Teague et al. (2003)Chang et al. (2002), Teague et al. (2003)

–– Complicated bottom topographyComplicated bottom topography





GoalGoal
Intermediate level circulation from Intermediate level circulation from 
autonomous driftersautonomous drifters
–– Drifting depth: 500m, 700m and 800mDrifting depth: 500m, 700m and 800m
–– 19981998--2003: KORDI and METRI2003: KORDI and METRI
–– APEX, PALACEAPEX, PALACE



From SOC





MethodMethod

Divide the area Divide the area 
into bins of 0.5into bins of 0.5OO

X 0.5X 0.5OO

Average over Average over 
each bineach bin





ErrorsErrors
Uncertainty in fixUncertainty in fix
–– Drift at the surfaceDrift at the surface

Lags between actual surfacing & Lags between actual surfacing & decendingdecending times and times and 
the fixthe fix

–– Drifts during descending and ascendingDrifts during descending and ascending
Vertical shearVertical shear
–– Drifting depth of floats: 500m, 700m, 800mDrifting depth of floats: 500m, 700m, 800m
–– Correction based on Correction based on geostrophicgeostrophic calculation calculation 

(Lavender et al, 2000)(Lavender et al, 2000)
In JES the vertical shear is smallIn JES the vertical shear is small





Chang et al 2002



Verify the results by comparing with Verify the results by comparing with 
current meter mooringcurrent meter mooring

Teague et al





Conclusions and SummariesConclusions and Summaries
Cyclonic boundary current along Korean and Cyclonic boundary current along Korean and 
Japanese coastsJapanese coasts
–– Relation to near shore branch of Tsushima current?Relation to near shore branch of Tsushima current?
–– Narrow along Korean coast but wide along the Narrow along Korean coast but wide along the 

Japanese coast.Japanese coast.
AnticyclonicAnticyclonic current over Korean Plateaucurrent over Korean Plateau
–– Taylor column?Taylor column?

High variability in the High variability in the UlleungUlleung basin.basin.
Topography controls the flow.Topography controls the flow.


